Ben and Ed

Ed is a hen. Ed is in a pen. Ed met Ben. Ben fed Ed.

Ned

Ned has ten pets. He fed his pets. The pets went to the vet.
Mel
Mel is my pet. My pet is red. He is wet. He will sit in his pen.

The Jet
Jeb is on the jet. The jet is red. Jeb set next to Ben.
Name: _______________________

Mel

Mel is my ____________ .
My pet is ________ .
He will sit in the ____________ .
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Name: _______________________

The Jet

Jeb is on the ____________ .
The jet is ________ .
Jeb set next to ________ .
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Ben and Ed

Ed is a hen red.

Ed is in a wet pen.

Ben fed Jeb Ed.
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Ned

Ned has ten jets pets.

He fed his pets red.

The pets went to the set vet.
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Mel

The Jet